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SIMPLE IS BETTER – ISSUE -6 – HEALTH IS WEALTH
In the last five issues, I have discussed regarding compounding and its power and how we can able to take
benefits of compounding for a longer period of time. But for taking a benefit of compounding, we need a time a long time; with a good health. Otherwise, we cannot able to enjoy our wealth or might not be there to enjoy
our wealth. So, that, in issue 6, I am going to discuss on our real wealth which is our health and how it is as similar
as we make an equity investment. Also, additionally to improve our health and wealth which can help us in a
longer period of time.
I am not going to discuss a new thing in this post. We have learned it from our childhood that we should keep
ourselves healthy so that we can able to live longer without much possibility of sickness. Also, A healthy body
and a healthy mind only can help us in making a wise decision.
But are we really using our learning? Or implementing it before facing any problem?
I am also a part of a group of person who, having ignorance towards health before I faced the problem of rapid
increases in my weight. My weight increases to 75 k.g. from 63-65 k.g. in a year. And this has awakened me from
my deep sleep of ignorance. My friends suggest me to join the gym and start doing exercise. And I joined a gym
and started doing exercise.
Let me share my learning.
Let me serve you an old wine in a new bottle.
So, what we can do for keeping ourselves healthy?
As we all know, there are only a few ways by which we can keep ourselves healthy.
Let me start with few mistakes which first we need to avoid or reduce before doing any hardcore exercise. First,
we need to stop or reduce the frequency of the time we made the mistakes such as we eat a junk food. And
obviously, we should not consume or must have to stay away from tobacco, cigarettes and all other bad habits
which affect our health. This should be the first step towards a healthy life. These mistakes can affect our body
healthy and also our healthy mind. Many of us are crazy for the junk foods so it’s very difficult for us to stop
consuming it immediately, but we can reduce the frequency of time, we eat such foods.
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This is as similar as our equity investment- we should not buy junk investment, staying away from taking a
leverage and also should not make an investment in the leveraged companies. Avoiding all such habits, help us
to protect the health of our portfolio.
As we stop doing above all then we can stay far from the main threats to our healthy life and also to our wealthy
life. If we stop occurring mistakes in our lives, then we have won half of the battle in our life.
As these habits are injurious to our life as similarly such mistakes also injurious to a health of our wealth.
We always need to focus on reducing the number of mistakes.
After reducing mistakes, we need to focus on things which can help us in improving our healthy life.
For improving our health, we need to take a proper diet, focus on doing exercise such as walking, running,
swimming, dancing, gyming, meditation, etc. All such things are essential for keeping ourselves healthy and also
for improving the health of our portfolio.
When I started doing gym, my friend helps me with the proper diet schedule; which has to help me for doing
exercise in a good manner. Proper diet is an essential step otherwise exercise at the gym will not produce the
effective result.
“Diet - A particular selection of food, especially as designed or prescribed to improve a person's physical condition
or to prevent or treat a disease.” – Dictionary.com
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Proper Diet provides us a nutrition which is essential for our healthy life and also help us in improving our healthy
life. Sometimes our health gets affected due to lack of some nutrition, but a proper diet removes such threat.
Complete nutrition requires digestion and absorption of vitamins, minerals, and food energy in the form of
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. Dietary habits and choices play a significant role in the quality of life, health,
and longevity.
Proper diet has helped me at the gym for doing an exercise in a good manner and also help me in reducing my
weight. So as similar to diet for our health, we also require a diet for our portfolio. Our portfolio also needs the
proper diet for creating a wealth in a longer period of time.
We also need to provide nutrition to our portfolio whenever it requires and as per the schedule.
Our portfolio also needs a regular attention. We cannot buy the stock today and forget it for a lifetime. We need
to track all of our investment at regular intervals and also need to track each update related to particular
investments. If we are not taking such measures, then we cannot able to generate an above average return for
the longest period of time.
If any investment in our portfolio facing some problems which cannot be resolved or any fraudulent activities in
particular companies or trading at madness valuation, then we need to take an action for that particular
investment.
These actions are like a providing proper diet and nutrition to our portfolio for improving its health for creating
our wealth. If the weight of our portfolio has increased very much, means that if our portfolio contains a huge
number of companies as an investment, then we need to take an appropriate measure for reducing fat of our
portfolio. If our portfolio having a strong structure, then it can run for us in the future and keep us healthy.

After the proper diet, we require doing a hardcore exercise that helps us in strengthening our health.
Exercise is "bodily or mental exertion, especially for the sake of training or improvement of health"
"something done or performed as a means of practice or training" - dictionary.com
Exercise can be in any form such as walking, running, swimming, dancing, gyming, etc. and for doing an exercise,
we have to prepare a schedule for performing a particular exercise and also need to focus on it for strengthening
our health.

As per the schedule of gym exercise, we also need to prepare a schedule of our investing exercise which can help
us in improving the health of our investment and also help us in developing our mental health for decision
making.
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(Source - Safal Niveshak A Guide to Reading for Investors (Plus, What Prof. Sanjay Bakshi Reads))
As shown in the above image, we also need to prepare our own schedule of investing related workouts. This only
can help us in developing our knowledge and creates an edge of decision making.
For doing an exercise in a proper manner, we need to have a coach, who guide us through the different exercise,
preparing exercise schedule, etc. With the help of the coach, we can get a right direction and can able to save
our energy. Also, many a times, coach save us from an injury and guide us for protecting ourselves from injuries
while doing an exercise.
Similarly, for an investment, we require a coach, who help us in improving our investment decisions, how we can
avoid mistakes, help for protecting injuries to the health of our portfolio.
If we do not have a proper coach, then we might not be reached at the correct destination.
Coach in the gym helps us to improve our health and help us for protecting ourselves from injuries due to wrong
techniques. And the coach in investment help us for making a correct decision, avoid mistakes so that can
improve the health of our portfolio and protect it from injuries in the form of loss of capital.
Last but the most important quality which we must have to require is a temperament. Temperament is an
essential quality for each and every activity, which we are performing.
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We need a strong mindset for lifting a heavy weight and doing a heavy workout at the gym. And also, getting the
shape to our body, weight reduction will take time. It’s not a quick process. For all these, we must have a proper
mindset. Then and only then we can able to achieve desired results.
Similarly, to the investments, we need a proper temperament for studying different investment opportunities.
Some opportunities look difficult to study, but we have to understand it and try to enhance our understanding
towards difficulties. Also, after making an investment, we also need to keep patience because stocks do not starts
moving up after we make purchases. The stock never knows that we are holding to it.
And without having a proper temperament, we cannot able to achieve desired results in any of the activities. We
have to be unemotional and have to do heavy workouts for strengthening our health. Similarly, we have to be
unemotional towards our investment and need to take an appropriate decision which can be good for the health
of our portfolio.

By getting the benefits of compounding our money, we can be able to become a wealthy person, but if we do
not have a good health then that compounded wealth is of no use. So, that we also need to compound our strong
health for enjoying our compounded wealth in a longer period of time.
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Disclaimer
Above article is just my perception, and perception can be wrong. For me, my perception can be right but for
others, it might be wrong.
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As a founder of Lucky Idiot; My mission through “Lucky Idiot” is to educate novice investors and to
distribute learning to more and more people in a simple manner.
Follow me: @ Twitter Jimit Zaveri
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